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Corporate Governance 2023: Future Perfect?
 

Governance has never been linear and recent developments have reinforced the governance complexities, which require

governance frameworks to adapt to the constantly changing market environments. Faced with the global market disruptions

caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, geo-political conflicts, climate change, and cyber threats, Boards have been forced to

rethink their governance frameworks to respond to emerging realities in 2023.

 

In the last quarter for 2022, we reviewed the impact of the governance trends and emerging social and geo-political issues that

characterised the post-pandemic business world and how they would shape governance in 2023. We explored the trends that

shaped corporate governance in 2022, how organisations can transition to a sustainable future and the importance of digital

transformation in a looming recession.

 

 

We ended the year with a reflection on how the lessons learned from 2022 governance trends could influence corporate

governance in 2023 with the webinar: The Modern Boardroom: Year in Review and 2023 Outlook co-hosted with Convene in

November 2022.

 

Dr Alejandra Medina cited climate change and digitalisation as two of the top trends to focus on in 2023.Dr Agnes K Y Tai

explained the financial impact of a lack of climate action and preparing to transition to net zero goals, while Lovely Peregrino

explored the advantages of investment in transformational digital technologies.

 

Watch the recording for expert advice to guide your 2023 governance journey.

 

 

Can Corporate Secretaries Drive Regulatory
Change on Digitalisation? - Poll Results
 
Abidemi Ademola, Unilever Nigeria Plc’s General

Counsel West Africa and Company Secretary stated

that if legislation on innovation in governance is

lagging, the Corporate Secretary should be pro-active

in influencing regulators to drive change. 

 

 The majority of our respondents agreed that the

Corporate Secretary should engage with regulators

drive the dialogue for digitalisation. This response

reinforces that the Corporate Secretary should create

the environment for the implementation of technology

and champion transformational digital technologies.

 

“ You have to create a certain
level of resilience while building
up agility. ”
 
In this podcast, Dr Sabine Dembkowski explores the

future-proofing of Boards against increasing

global instability with renowned global expert in

governance, Professor Cossin, who confirms that

global developments in geopolitics and climate

change has had a huge impact on Board decision-

making and outlines the risks Boards will face if they

are not resilient enough to manage emerging risks.

View our Podcast Page

Find out more about climate target disclosures and how organisations
in Hong Kong are gearing up for climate action in the latest edition of

our GGV Magazine. 

What’s Next in ESG Reporting?

 

At the Annual Corporate Regulatory Update (ACRU)

held by The Hong Kong Chartered Governance

Institute (HKCGI) in June 2022, representatives of

Hong Kong's key regulators revealed that stricter

disclosure rules linked to ESG and climate change

are anticipated soon.

 

In this informative article Ellie Pang, HKCGI CEO

and CSIA Council member, highlights the major

changes in Hong Kong’s regulatory requirements

relating to ESG and climate-related disclosures.

Read this article in our GGV by Ms Ellie Pang to learn more.

Download the GGV

 

As another successful year comes to a close, CSIA would like to thank all of those who participated in the webinars, polls

and other activities. Our community of governance professionals continues to share their insights and experiences as we

continue in our quest to shape future governance practices. 

 

In the next quarter, you can look forward to more insightful webinars as we continue our partnership with Azeus Convene

and exciting new interviews with influential governance professionals in the podcasts co-hosted with Better Boards. Keep

an eye out for our updates on social media and on our website.

 

You can also follow us on social media to keep updated with our latest events and publications.
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